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Modern day endurance racing is now one long flat out sprint exempli-
fied by the Fun Cup’s visit to Snetterton, with six hours of fast and 
frantic action, from a super impressive twenty seven cars and seventy 
seven drivers. At the chequered flag, it was the Eco Racing team of 
Paul Abraham/Tom Mills who survived intact to take a worthy victory.

Qualifying started with an early call on the safety car when the 
SuperUnleaded.com car coughed and spluttered to a halt, parking at 
the end of the pit lane. The Scuderia XCat team were an early pit 
visitor too with a loose exhaust, quickly fixed. 
Having set an early quick time Graham Roberts parked the JPR-UVio 
car admitting to “gaining a good tow” to set the eventual fastest time. 

A late charge by Nigel Greensall just failed to unset the JPR-UVio car by 
the scant margin of 0.069sec while Team Tiger was just over 0.2sec off 
the fastest time in third. 

Team Honeywell was starting from the front row and were fourth 
best with the TWM crew fifth and the last team in the 2m 18sec   
bracket.

But Team Lane Roofing were awarded pole having set the 24th quick-
est time.

The race started at a tremendous pace, a little too quick for Mark 
Holme (Viking Self Storage) who spun at Hamilton. But the safety car 
was in action again as the DespatchBay.com car of Andy Bicknell had 
stopped between Riches and Sear with ignition failure. “The second 
one today” said an annoyed crew chief. The Team Addison Racing 
entry didn’t make the start as the team was still changing the fuel 
pump but soon joined in the fun.

First of the leading runners to make a pit visit was the Racelogic team 
with Julian Thomas stuck in fifth gear. “Fine for the Indy 500 but not 
very helpful today” said Nigel Greensall. The team quickly got him 
back out after adjustments,  still on the lead lap but they fell a lap 
down after the first round of pit stops.

The Geometric car needed a new nose at the first stop after Guy 
Wenham went off at Nelson. “I braked too late and thought I was 
going to take out three cars,” he reckoned. 

Silverstone winners JPR/Isla led with Tom Roche aboard, having 
posted an amazing 2.16.147sec lap and able to pull out a small lead. 
However a second and third safety car interlude soon followed as the 
Team Tiger car stopped on the back straight with “a wire off the 
ignition,” explained Ben Beighton. 
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Meanwhile the JPR/UVio crew were trying to track down a misfire, 
eventually traced to a duff spark plug.

DFDC caused the third full caution period. “It keeps cutting out,” 
explained Marcus Batty while his pit crew fixed a broken oil line.

Racing resumed on the 100 minute mark with JPR/Isla’s Neil Primrose 
still leading from the Eco Racing squad, while Track Torque 2 of Henry 
Dawes/Chris Hart was holding a fine third place, but the safety car was 
soon out again.

Neil Plimmer had clipped the back of the Eco Racing Hubris car 
spinning it. “I was trying to get a tow as we are slow in a straight line,” 
explained Plimmer. “Just as he got to the pit lane entrance he lifted 
and I clipped him”. A damaged radiator resulted and a long pit stop to 
replace it. 

Alan Brown, aboard the Hubris car, explained it as a racing incident. 
“He didn’t see my indicator,” surveying the damaged left rear wheel at 
an odd angle after contact with the barrier.

Just after two hours racing resumed with Guy Wenham going from 
third to first with an amazing manoeuvre at the Esses Complex, with 
Racelogic trying to get back its lost lap with Greensall behind the 
wheel.

Approaching half distance Zoe Wenham was in for  Geometric battling 
hard to keep Tom Mills behind with no success, as the Eco 
Racing team leader led at the three hour mark, with
Primrose a close third as Greensall kept up his chase.
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Eco Racing emerged victorious after an
action-packed six hour race.
Eco Racing emerged victorious after an
action-packed six hour race.



Scuderia XCat finished second and
now lead the championship.
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However all Greensall’s hard work was undone when a two minute 
stop and go penalty was applied to the Racelogic team relating to a 
yellow flag infringement at the scene of the Hubris accident. “Not our 
day” shrugged Julian Thomas of his team mate’s, Jon Tomlinson’s 
penalty. 

The  Scuderia XCat and Track Torque 2 teams  disputed fourth place 
with vigour, still in the hunt for a podium place if any of the top three 
were to slip up. Such was the frantic leading pace, led by Guy 
Wenham having taken over from his sister.

At the 4½ hour mark the safety car appeared again but missed the 
two leaders who raced to the pits which had just opened. Roche ran 
around the car and got back on-board JPR/Isla, while Guy and Zoe 
exchanged and refuelled the lead Geometric car. Both hit the start 
button at the same time with Roche just getting out in front pulling off 
the closest of passing moves in the pits.

Shortly after the safety car made another appearance,  but the drama 
was in one of the leading cars as Zoe reported she had no up shift and 
was stuck in second gear. “I made the rookie mistake of changing 
down to second and got stuck in gear, ” she admitted, which helped 
the JPR/Isla to gain a lap over the field.

Keeping out of trouble meant that the Scuderia XCat team was 
rewarded and into second place from the Paul Abraham/Tom Mills 
crewed Eco Racing, while Team Holden Hawthorns and Track Torque 
2 fought over fourth place.

As the race approached the final hour the leading car was hit with a 
two minute stop/go penalty for a safety car infringement, while the 
lap advantage gained during the period was removed. “I didn’t’ have 
any option but to pass the safety car,” explained Roche. “I was at full 
racing speed and the safety car was just pulling out of the pit lane. It 
would have been better to give me a call on the radio,”he added.

As this was taking place Primrose dived into the pits too with broken 
rear suspension and damaged wheel after contact, dropping them to 
the edges of the top ten after repairs.

Mills/Abraham’s Eco Racing led by 30 seconds from Simon Bonham, 
with Track Torque 2 just behind and looking for that second place.

The safety car came out for the final time just moments before the 
final pit stop window opened, which allowed Team Holden 
Hawthorns and Wave 9 to pit ahead of the leading cars and re-join 
ahead of Mills and Rob Thomas (Scuderia XCat), with Chris Hart in the 
Track Torque car.

As the green flag was waved Mills quickly dealt with two slower cars 
and then grabbed the lead again from Jay Shepherd, with just 12 
minutes remaining, running into Nelson. “Once I got past Jay I knew 
who I was racing. The car didn’t miss a beat all day and I controlled it 
to the finish,” reported a delighted winner.

Shepherd tried to fight back but had reported “failing steering and 
brakes” at his last stop and didn’t have a healthy car to challenge for 
the lead. In fact Simon Bonham demoted him further for his first 
podium ever.

“This is the sixth season of Fun Cup and our first podium” declared an 
over the moon Bonham. “The car was a bit of a hand full in the last 
hour with the tracking out but really chuffed”.

Shepherd was a philosophical third. “Happy but frustrated – just 
couldn’t stop the car. Andy Holden went off early on, but we worked 
the safety car periods to get back into contention, but just did not 
have the car to keep the lead”.

“We would have liked to be on the podium but fourth was a good 
finish,” admitted Chris Hart while Chris Earp wanted a word with his 
pit crew. “We had a bit of an issue on that last stop”, he said. “We could 
have been third as we followed Team Holden Hawthorns into the pits 
but it took too long”.

Apollo Motorsport had to serve a late stop/go which allowed the noisy 
Wave 9 crew of Mark Burton/Graham Pattle to retain sixth, as the 
power sapping broken exhaust saw them fall down the order in the 
dash to the chequered flag.

Geometric climbed back to eighth having unseated PW Racing late on. 
Racelogic, who needed a new nose in the final hour before Greensall 
climbed behind the wheel, completed the top ten just edging out the 
late starting Team Addison Racing.

New team, MCAC Racing, was delighted to receive the "Team of the 
Day" trophy, after an impressive first ever motor race!
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Holden Hawthorns (right) lead in the final hour, but mechanical
gremlins forced them to relinquish the lead.
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1  Eco Racing (Paul Abraham/Tom Mills)134 laps in 6h 01m 50.129s 
(65.96mph);

2  Scuderia XCat (Rob Thomas/Simon Bonham) + 1.575s;

3   Holden Hawthorns Racing (Andy Holden/Rod Barrett/Martin 
Gibson/Jay Shepherd);

4 Track Torque/2 Rent Domino’s (Chris Hart/Henry Dawes);

5  TWM (Christopher Earp/Paul Turner/Phillip Mash);

6  Wave 9 (Mark Burton/Graham Pattle);

7  Apollo Motorsport (Ross Murray/Jamie Turner/John Goodwin);

8  Geometric (Guy Wenham/Zoe Wenham/Stephen Johansen);

9  PW Racing (Paul Wighton/Anthony Reid/Antonio Armelin);

10  Racelogic (Julian Thomas/Nigel Greensall/Jon Tomlinson).
 
Fastest lap  JPR  Isla Motorsport 1m19.868s (83.42mph).

Words by Lewis Beales.
Published by Peter Scherer for Fun Cup, June 1st 2015.
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